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Reviewer's report:

"Prevalence and correlates of Suicidal ideation in Korean Firefighters a nationwide study"

Overall evaluation: A well written manuscript describing the prevalence and correlates of suicidal ideation in a very large and representative sample of firefighters.

Even though the manuscript is well organized and well written the authors may not have English as their first language, and some more language editing is needed. I have marked some of the areas in need of editing below.

The authors rightly assert that further understanding of suicidal ideation is important for improving suicide prevention efforts. However the problem with this study is how suicidal ideation is measured. I have made some more detailed remarks on this below but the main problem is that assessing suicidal ideation with one question and in addition dichotomizing this item is not a very good way of measuring suicidal ideation. I am concerned that this outcome measure does not assess a phenomenon well worthy of investigation. The manuscript needs to make a much stronger argument for the idea that people who report suicidal ideation at least rarely in the last year is worthy of further investigation and possibly intervention. Also some more information about why this dubious outcome measure where used in a study where other phenomena such as depression and PTSD are way more solidly assessed.

More detailed comments to address:

L 24 "an increased", not "the increased"

L27 within one year: is that recent?

L35 language

L 48-49 What is the current suicide rate in Korea?

L56 please provide reference

L58 inset in text where these numbers come from

L58 language
L69 language
L83 language
L92 please provide rationale for working outside as risk factor for suicide
L108 avoid causal language in Cross sectional studies

In methods: how were missing data handled?

L 137- 143

1. Why were the outcome variable assessed with only one item?
2. Why did the authors choose to dichotomize this variable, and thereby losing sorely needed variance?
3. Why were "rarely" used as the cut-off for suicidal ideation, rather than sometimes?
4. Would changes in 2 and 3 above change any of the conclusions in this study?
5. Could the authors provide a reference showing that rare suicidal ideation is related to completed suicide?

L 241- 260 These two paragraphs are largely overlapping; authors should consider deleting the first.

L253 Language

L258 very narrow CI for emotional labor, is this correct?
L266 what are these numbers in the general Korean population?
L276 are there differences between US and Korea in the general population?
L290 Careful with causal language.
L338 the cross sectional design not only "may" limit, it does limit.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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